Differential association of beta2-microglobulin mutants with MHC class I heavy chains and structural analysis demonstrate allele-specific interactions.
Dynamic interactions between major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I heavy chains and beta2-microglobulin (beta2m) play a critical role in their stability on the cell surface, and their ability to present peptide antigens to CD8+ T-cells. A cursory review of protein sequence homologies and three-dimensional crystal structures of MHC complexes might indicate very similar modes of interaction between the heavy and light chains. In this report, a panel of human beta2m mutants was screened to probe the interactions of beta2m with the murine MHC molecules H-2Kb, -Db, -Kd, -Ld, and -Dd. Binding experiments coupled with analyses of existing three-dimensional crystal structures demonstrate allelic differences in their interaction with beta2m. A comprehensive analysis of the existing murine MHC structures indicates a conformational flexibility on the part of murine beta2m that is not present in beta2m of the human structures. This flexibility is in a region directly interacting with the heavy chain and may relate to its lower affinity for murine heavy chains relative to human beta2m. This defined panel of beta2m mutants of differing affinity may also be useful for subsequent studies of thymic selection, T-cell recognition, and more refined algorithms for protein structure prediction.